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Introduction
Our brand is a promise to anyone
with a curious mind and data that
they can make great discoveries.
And our brand creative – through
the careful selection of words and
imagery – is a direct representation of
this promise.
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Whether we are making a first
impression or communicating with
people who already know us well,
we strive to tell a consistent and
meaningful story about the power of
statistical software to change
the world.

Use this guide and available assets
on the SAS Brand site to convey our
commitment to being a smart, helpful
source on statistics – so that our
customers can focus on important
innovations in science, research and
engineering.

Back to TOC

Essential Elements
What are the essentials of our brand identity system?
We communicate in words and images. We have an organized approach to the way we treat our logo and tagline.
We have a distinctive typeface. And we use vivid illustrations that are inspired by our software's unique data
visualization capabilities.
All of these elements, when combined with intention, meaning and purpose, can shape the way people
perceive JMP.

THE JMP LOGO

VIBRANT COLOR PALETTE

CUSTOM DATA VISUALIZATION ART

PHOTOGRAPHY + DATA VIZ ART

TYPEFACE: AVENIR NEXT

Aa
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JMP Logo
®

The JMP logo is our company’s distinctive visual identifier.
It’s the quickest way to say JMP — a shorthand version of
our brand. It sparks instant recognition. We protect it and
use it with care and consistency.
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Logo Elements
The complete and valid
JMP® logo
The JMP logo is only complete and valid when
the JMP mark and JMP word mark appear
together. The JMP word mark is only complete
when it includes the JMP mark. The JMP mark
may be used separately as an accent graphic.
The JMP logo should be used with the tagline
with few exceptions. Only the JMP word mark
needs a registration mark.

JMP MARK

JMP WORD MARK

JMP TAGLINE

The JMP mark
The double crescent graphic in the JMP logo is singularly referred to as the “JMP mark.” The graphic is
usually colored with 100 % fill of classic blue (Pantone 285 or its equivalent). In some instances the JMP
mark may be white, black or an approved JMP accent color.

The JMP word mark
The JMP word mark always includes the JMP mark. The word JMP is always a solid color of black or
white. No other color may be used to display the word mark. The word mark is a registered trademark
of SAS. It must appear with the registered trademark symbol, ®.

The JMP word tagline
The JMP tagline “Statistical Discovery” is part of the JMP visual brand identity. It should be used
in combination with the JMP logo in most applications, with the exception of materials targeted to
people who are familiar with JMP, such as JMP User Community members, JMP Users Groups and the
JMP Discovery Summit conference delegates.
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Logo Formats

Preferred format

Secondary option

Logo for JMP® user audiences

The preferred JMP logo is a horizontal format in
which the tagline ”Statistical Discovery” appears
on the same baseline as the JMP mark. This logo
should be used for all communications directed
to a general audience that may not be familiar
with JMP.

The JMP logo in which the tagline appears
below the JMP mark can be used in applications
that are very narrow, or in which the horizontal
logo with the tagline won’t fit well such that the
tagline is too small or illegible.

For audiences that are familiar with JMP, such
as JMP users, the logo can be used without the
tagline. This includes materials created for the
JMP Discovery Summit events, the JMP User
Community and JMP Users Groups.
NOTE: Materials created for the JMP Discovery Summit, the
company’s premier user event series, use special JMP logos
that are color-coordinated with each regional event’s color
palette. See the JMP Discovery Summit Creative Guide on
the SAS Brand site for details.

Source: The JMP logo pack can be downloaded from
the JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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Logo Color Variations
LIGHT BACKGROUND, PREFERRED OPTION (FULL COLOR)

DARK BACKGROUND, PREFERRED OPTION

Pantone 285

White

C89 M43 Y0 K0

C0 M0 Y0 K0

R3 G120 B205

R255 G255 B255

HEX# 007DC3

HEX# FFFFFF

Black

Black 50 percent

C50 M40 Y30 K100

C51 M42 Y42 K7

R0 G0 B0

R130 G130 B130

HEX# 000000

HEX# 828282

White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
HEX# FFFFFF

Black 25 percent
C25 M20 Y20 K0
R191 G191 B191
HEX# bfbfbf

For full color applications where the logo will be used on a light background,
our preferred color is a black JMP Word Mark, a blue JMP Mark and a gray tagline
(50 % black).

For full color applications where the logo will be used on a dark background,
our preferred color is a white JMP Word Mark, a white JMP Mark and a light gray tagline
(30 % black).

LIGHT BACKGROUND, SINGLE COLOR

DARK BACKGROUND, SECONDARY OPTION
White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
HEX# FFFFFF

For single color applications where the logo will be used on a light background,
the preferred color for all elements of the JMP logo is black.

White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
HEX# FFFFFF

White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
HEX# FFFFFF

If the light gray tagline has insufficient contrast with the dark background,
then the JMP logo with a white tagline should be used.
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Logo Exclusion Zone
Standard exclusion zone
Leave a space around the JMP logo that is at least equal to twice
the height of the JMP mark. No other logos, images or text
are allowed within this area.

Tight exclusion zone
If space in a layout is very tight, an exclusion zone equal to the height
of one JMP mark can be used.
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The JMP® Mark
The jumping figure in the JMP logo is a distillation of the JMP brand.
Known as the JMP mark, this figure can be used as a visual element in the
design of digital and print promotional and marketing materials. The JMP
mark can also be used as a favicon for JMP web assets or on social media.
Source: The JMP mark can be downloaded
from the JMP page on brand.sas.com.

JMP FAVICON

JMP MARK AS AN ACCENT GRAPHIC

RESPONSIVE LOGO COLOR OPTIONS

Appropriate uses of the JMP figure include app icons,
software interfaces and social media avatars.
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Incorrect Logo Applications
We encourage creativity in most
instances, but not with the logo.
Always follow the logo guidelines
and use logo files provided on
our brand site.

INCORRECT APPLICATIONS

Do not recolor the logo.

Do not recolor the logo.

Do not add effects to the logo.

software is...
Do not use the logo inline with
or around other text
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Do not warp or change the
proportions of the logo.

Do not place the logo in any
shape other than a rectangle.

Back to TOC

Special Variations of the JMP® Logo
InsideJMP logo

JMP Live logo

JMP Public logo

The InsideJMP logo is used exclusively
on the InsideJMP website.

This logo is used on the JMP Live platform
as well as on materials promoting JMP Live.
The version with the tagline should be used
whenever possible; the version without the
tagline may be used when the tagline is too
small for legibility.

This logo is used on the JMP Public platform,
as well as materials promoting JMP Public.
The version with the tagline should be used
whenever possible; the version without the
tagline may be used when the tagline is too
small for legibility.

Source: The special variations of the JMP logo can be
downloaded from the JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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JMP Partner Program Logos
We invest in relationships with partners so our users, no matter where they are in the world, can get the most out of their investment in JMP products.
Our partners are teachers, consultants, industry experts and JMP scripters. Each has been certified by JMP Product Managers, which means that we are
proud to call them partners, and our users can be confident in the services they provide.

Source: The JMP partner program logos can be
downloaded from the JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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Color
Color expresses a brand’s mood. Before people read a single
word, they see and feel it. Color stirs emotion instantly.
Use it to evoke feeling, to create a sense of excitement and
wonder. To spark creativity and a desire for discovery.
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Color Palette
JMP’s base color palette provides foundational colors that are used
primarily for text elements. They provide a neutral base to offset the
vibrant colors. Classic blue is used for the JMP mark and has historically
been a primary color for the JMP brand. It is used for hyperlinks on
the web and in digital materials, including collateral such as solution
briefs and white papers.
JMP’s vibrant colors are energetic and inviting. They signify action,
change and progress. They convey promising possibilities. And they
represent a diverse, global JMP community.
Design tip: To ensure accurate color values, always work in sRGB
color mode.

Base Colors
R23 G35 B40

R68 G84 B93

R143 G152 B158

R3 G120 B205

HEX# 172328

HEX# 44545D

HEX# 8F989E

HEX# 0378CD

C82 M67 Y60 K70

C82 M67 Y60 K70

C82 M67 Y60 K70

C83 M49 Y0 K0

DARK GRAY

CLASSIC BLUE

R0 G121 B64

R156 G203 B59

R0 G116 B129

R62 G189 B172

HEX# 0D782F

HEX# 9CCB3B

HEX# 007481

HEX# 3EBDAC

C89 M28 Y98 K16

C44 M0 Y100 K0

C88 M40 Y42 K10

C68 M0 Y41 K0

LIGHT GREEN

DARK TEAL

R97 G202 B229

R100 G54 B149

R157 G87 B163

HEX# 61CAE5

HEX# 643695

HEX# 9D57A3

C55 M0 Y9 K0

C82 M67 Y60 K70

C42 M78 Y0 K0

LIGHT BLUE

DARK PURPLE

LIGHT TEAL

LIGHT PURPLE

R177 G26 B41

R240 G74 B75

R244 G119 B35

R255 G198 B10

HEX# B11A29

HEX# F04B4B

HEX# F47723

HEX# FFC610

C21 M100 Y94 K12

C0 M86 Y71 K0

C0 M66 Y98 K0

C0 M23 Y98 K0

DARK RED
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LIGHT GRAY

Vibrant Colors

DARK GREEN

Source: The JMP color palette in a variety of
formats can be downloaded from the JMP
page on brand.sas.com.

MEDIUM GRAY

LIGHT RED

ORANGE

YELLOW
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Gradients
Gradient colors can be used as background elements to showcase important content or in materials that need to draw the eye, such as advertising
and tradeshow signage.
Dark Gray

Medium Gray

Dark Gray

Dark Gray

Dark Gray

Dark Gray

Dark Gray

Medium Gray

Medium Gray

Medium Gray

Light Gray

Dark Purple

Dark Red

Dark Green

Dark Teal

Classic Blue

Light Blue

Light Purple

Light Purple

Light Purple

Dark Purple

Dark Purple

Dark Purple

Dark Purple

Dark Green

Dark Teal

Classic Blue

Classic Blue

Dark Teal

Orange

Dark Red

Dark Teal

Classic Blue

Dark Teal

Light Blue

Light Teal

Light Purple

Light Purple

Light Purple

Light Purple

Light Red

Orange

Light Green

Light Green

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Teal

Light Red

Orange

Yellow

Yellow

Light Teal

Light blue

Yellow
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ADA Compliance
Dark Gray

Medium
Gray

The dark colors in the JMP color palette meet
ADA compliance for light foreground elements
such as white typography, but not for dark elements
that are black or dark gray.
The light colors in the JMP color palette meet
ADA compliance for dark foreground elements
such as black or dark gray typography, but not
for light or white elements. The exception to this
rule is the light purple color.

Design tip: When working with gradients of dark and
light colors, be careful to check color accessibility at all
points in the blend.

Light Gray

X
X

X

Dark Green

Dark Teal

Classic Blue

Dark Purple

Dark Red

X

X

X

X

X

Light Green

Light Teal

Light Blue

Light Purple

Light Red

Orange

Yellow

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Color Blends and Icon Illustrations for JMP® Products
These gradients should should be used for materials that exclusively promote JMP products. When possible, include the icons with the desktop monitor
illustrations as an accent graphic.

JMP®

Classic Blue

JMP® Pro

Dark Gray

Dark Red

Dark Gray

JMP® Live

Dark Purple

Dark Gray

JMP® Clinical

Dark Green

Dark Gray

JMP® Genomics

Dark Teal

Dark Gray

Source: The monitor/icon illustration for each
JMP product can be downloaded from the
JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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Typography
Type has personality. It’s not simply individual letters.
It brings visual character to our voice. Our primary
typeface is Avenir Next. It’s simple and elegant.
It’s relaxed and easy to read.
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Avenir Next
The word Avenir means “future” in French.
Avenir is not purely geometric; it has vertical
strokes that are thicker than the horizontals, an
“o” that is not a perfect circle, and shortened
ascenders. These nuances aid in legibility
and give Avenir a harmonious and sensible
appearance for both texts and headlines.
From Linotype: linotype.com

Aa
Avenir Next
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Typography Principles
Setting type is an art form. It has color, contrast, balance and texture. And the details matter. Weight, size, leading, tracking and kerning are the
difference between clunky and clean. Get them right, and you’ll have a piece that’s as easy to read as it is interesting.

THIN
LIGHT

Typography is what language looks like.
Typography is what language looks like.

REGULAR

Typography is what language looks like.

MEDIUM

Typography is what language looks like.

DEMI

Typography is what language looks like.

BOLD

Typography is what language looks like.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Vivamus tempor vitae dui at
sagittis. Aenean a nisi quis mi
sagittis laoreet. Sed eros justo,
pellentesque eget arcu eu,
commodo ultricies est. Ut id
facilisis nisi. Integer vulputate
ullamcorper justo. Fusce id nisi
mollis, eleifend nulla sit amet,
blandit arcu. Nullam interdum
ultrices elit, ac lacinia ipsum
rutrum ac.
9pt / 13pt

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Vivamus tempor vitae dui
at sagittis. Aenean a nisi quis mi sagittis
laoreet. Sed eros justo, pellentesque eget
arcu eu, commodo ultricies est. Ut id facilisis nisi. Integer vulputate ullamcorper justo.
Fusce id nisi mollis, eleifend nulla sit amet,
blandit arcu. Nullam interdum ultrices elit,
ac lacinia ipsum rutrum ac. In dictum, libero
at placerat sodales, ante metus pretium
eros, efficitur vulputate tortor ipsum ut
purus. Nam at cursus arcu.
Vestibulum maximus.
7pt / 13pt

Weight

Leading and Tracking

Alternate Typeface

We limit the number of sizes and weights
of type in order to create harmony. Body
copy is set in Avenir Regular, except at sizes
larger than 10 points. To provide contrast,
headlines are set in Avenir Light. We want
them to be elegant, but legible.

Generally, the smaller the point size, the
larger the leading; the higher the point
size, the tighter the leading. Set leading
between 100% and 140% of the point
size. Tracking should be set to zero with
the “Optical” option selected in the type
window. Make small adjustments to leading
and tracking to ensure legibility.

When Avenir isn’t an option, the PC system
font Calibri is an acceptable alternative. You
can use it in Microsoft Office applications
when creating presentations, internal
documentation and business letters. On
the Mac platform, the Avenir system font is
an alternative to Avenir Next.
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Typography Application
The correct use of type helps focus attention and lead a reader through a communication.
When done well, the reader shouldn’t even be aware of it. Their eyes should simply glide over the page.

Aa

Bold
Best used in moderation. If everything is bolded,
nothing stands out. It’s more effective at the
beginning of a sentence than in the middle. Shorter
phrases look better than longer ones.

All Caps

AA

Use all caps sparingly. Best used when short
words or phrases need visual punch. Or for
calls to action and labels.

Case

Aa
Aa

Italic
We reserve italics primarily for the titles of white
papers, reports, webcasts and books. Don’t use it for
emphasis. Bold is a better choice.

Aa

Color
It’s OK to set headlines, subheads, pullouts and
introductory copy in color. But a little goes a long
way. Avoid using color in body copy to provide
emphasis. Bold is a better choice.
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AaAa

In general, headlines, subheads and other
display copy use sentence case. Short labels,
headlines and subheads may use title case to
avoid awkward appearances or inconsistencies.

Hierarchy
Use a combination of size, weight and color to
let the reader know what to read first, second
and so on.

Back to TOC

Brand Imagery
The JMP brand toolkit includes custom data visualization
illustrations, photography, and screen captures to tell the
JMP story. Together, these elements elicit emotion. Clarify
value and meaning. Explain details. Add visual interest.
They create an instant, personal and authentic connection with
our audience. Our imagery captures the world around us.
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JMP® Data Visualization Art
The library of JMP data visualization art is drawn from actual JMP software analyses and reports. JMP users, data scientists and analytics professionals
are familiar with these graphic styles, and these illustrations quickly communicate the power and beauty of JMP software. They are the primary visual
element in JMP design work and are used alone and in combination with vibrant color gradients and photography.

Bar Chart

Bivariate Fit

City Charts

Clades

Parallel Plots

Scatterplot

Scatterplot Dense

Wave Chart

Linear Regression

Linear Regression
With Icons

Source: The library of JMP data visualization
graphics can be downloaded from the JMP page
on brand.sas.com.
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Data Visualization Art Color Variations
Each of the JMP data visualization illustrations
is available in a full range of vibrant colors from
the JMP color palette, plus white and light gray.
A selection of multiple color combinations are
also available, and designers are encouraged
to create their own unique combination of
colors to suit a particular design.

Bar chart illustration in multiple colors

Design tip: One Adobe Illustrator is available
for each graphic. The various colors and color
combinations are included on separate artboards
in each file. When placing artwork in an InDesign
layout, check ”show import options” to select the
desired illustration color.
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JMP® Data Visualization Art + Photography + Color
JMP data visualization art can be used in
combination with color gradients and as overlays
on both color and black-and-white photography
to create unique and eye-catching designs.
You can also use them as accent graphics
throughout your layouts.
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JMP® Screen Captures
Interactive visualizations, backed by statistics,
make JMP a powerful tool for discovering and
communicating insights in data. Screen captures
are used in promotional and marketing pieces
and on the web. Screen captures can be included
as stand-alone graphics or shown in context
on a computer monitor.
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Photography
Portraits
The JMP global customer community is
diverse. Portraits can portray a broad
variety of personas: s cientists, engineers,
researchers, students and industry leaders.
JMP is for everyone.

Style
Authentic human expressions.
People with natural-looking facial expressions
who look real, not like staged models.

Color
Rich, saturated colors.

Technique
Strong focal point.
Out-of-focus backgrounds.
Interesting angles and perspectives.

Settings
Realistic business, academic or industry
environments and situations.
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Photography
People Using Devices
Photographs that depict real-life situations
where people are interacting with JMP software
should appear believable and realistic. Look for
pictures where faces are highlighted and welllit. We want to convey the message that JMP is
accessible and flexible. We want to show people
from around the world using our software in
varying situations.

Style
Well-lit faces.
Natural-looking people whose expressions
look real, not like staged models.

Color
Rich, saturated colors.

Technique
Strong focal point.
Out-of-focus backgrounds.
Interesting angles and perspectives.

Settings
Realistic business, academic or industry
environments and situations.
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Photography
People in Industry Settings
Show industry professionals or their customers
in real-world settings. It’s important to portray
conceivable scenarios that show people who
benefit from JMP. Make sure the industry you
depict is easy to identify. Focus industries
include chemical, pharma and biotech,
consumer products and semiconductor.

Style
Unique angles, interesting perspectives.
Views of entire faces are not required.
Feasible scenarios are paramount.

Color
Rich, saturated colors.

Technique
Strong focal point.
Out-of-focus backgrounds.
Interesting angles and perspectives.

Settings
Believable and realistic.
Identifiable industries.
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Photography
Environments, Landscapes,
Cityscapes
When suitable for the content, we choose
environmental and landscape images that are
unique, stunning in their b
 eauty or unusual in
composition. These pictures may or may not
feature people.

Style
Unique angles, interesting perspectives.
Unusual compositions.

Color
Rich, saturated colors.

Settings
Architectural, natural landscapes, industrial
landscapes, cityscapes.
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Photography
Objects
Objects should appear as realistic as possible.
Show them in a setting that makes sense. As a
general rule, do not show objects in isolation or
silhouetted against a solid-colored background.
Choose pictures that are both c redible and
interesting. Photographs that are overly sanitized
or staged lose authenticity.

Style
Unique angles, interesting perspectives.

Color
Rich, saturated colors.

Technique
Strong focal point.

Settings
Believable and realistic.
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Photography
Black and White
We occasionally use black-and-white
photography as a dramatic contrast when
paired with our vibrant colors. It can lend
a timeless quality to the image and it helps
emphasize emotion. It is a good choice for
company or marketing materials that are
unique and warrant a special impact.
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Photography
PERSONAL EXPRESSIONS

Incorrect Application
These examples demonstrate
general criteria that you can follow
to help select photography that
best matches our brand identity.
However, certain media and
situations will require a degree
of variance to ensure the best
result possible.

COLOR AND STYLE

NO

YES

NO

YES

Overexpressive emotions

Natural expressions

Washed-out colors

Rich, saturated colors

OBJECTS
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UNREALISTIC IMAGES

NO

YES

NO

YES

White background

Natural environment

Fake transparent overlay

Real screenshot on device
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Creative Application
This book is full of creative rules and
guidelines. Know them well and apply them.
But remember, one rule stands above all the
others: Do extraordinary creative work.

Application Principles
Consistent, not redundant

Creative templates, not handcuffs

Serene vs. energetic

With branding, consistency is king.
We want to build recognition in
our customers’ minds. That starts
by applying our essential creative
elements in a consistent way. Our logo,
colors, type, imagery and voice all
combine to create a cohesive whole.
That doesn’t mean every piece of
communication should look exactly
the same. Variety is good. But our
work — digital, print, environments and
video — should all look like part of the
same family.

Why start from scratch every time?
Creative templates save you time,
help with the details and ensure
consistency. These design files are
quick starts for ads, event promotions,
social media, collateral and more.
View them as creative springboards.
They include the essential design
elements you need to use, but give
you the flexibility to choose the right
imagery, colors and text. Use them to
build something superb.

We express our brand in many ways.
At times, you’ll want to create serene
expressions with a cool, crisp and
calming feel. These explain, clarify and
bring order to ideas. At other times,
you’ll develop energetic expressions
that have a warm and inviting feel.
These help us stand out and prompt
action and engagement. Whatever
your need, our brand system provides
a common feel to different expressions.
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Use Color Strategically
The overall visual impression of JMP branded
materials should be both light and bright.

JMP® PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Why JMP®?
Visual, interactive statistics

JMP lets you explore data

Marketing and sales materials such as white
papers, solution briefs and customer stories
are defined by clean, easy-to-read layouts with
vibrant splashes of color. White is the dominant
color, and color blends are used selectively
to draw the eye to key content, such as the
headline, call outs, quotes, screen captures
and the call to action.
Promotional materials that vie for attention,
such as trade show signage and online ads,
can use bright color blends in combination with
data visualization artwork and photography to
create eye-catching designs. Virtual meeting
background graphics can be either light or
dark in tone.

more fully with powerful
statistics, discover meaningful
findings by digging deeper
into your data and share your
discoveries with interactive
visualization.
Read on to see how JMP
takes you step by step from
data to discovery with its rich

Overview

Integrate JMP® in your analytics toolkit

JMP data analysis software from SAS is the tool of choice for scientists, engineers and
As aother
member of the SAS family, JMP offers a seamless interface to the unparalleled capabilities
data explorers in almost every industry and government sector. JMP combines powerful
of SAS. The deep analytics, reporting and data management capabilities of SAS extend
statistics with dynamic graphics, in memory and on the desktop. Interactive and visual,
JMP of JMP desktop software to the server, the cloud and beyond. JMP can use the SAS
capabilities
reveals insights that raw tables of numbers or static graphs tend to hide.
Cloud Analytic Services public API to connect with an analytics framework that can run in the
cloud,
act as a cloud and provide best-in-class analytics. You can also use JMP with other
Because everything is linked – the graphics, statistics and data – JMP encourages you
to dig
analytic tools, including a full interface to the power of MATLAB, complete calling interface to
deeper and ask more questions, improving your chance of making breakthrough discoveries
DLLs
in your data. With JMP, analyses unfold, driven by what the data reveals at each step.
Youand
canthe rich set of specialized libraries in R and Python. JMP makes it easy to reach out to
these
explore your data without leaving the analysis flow or having to rerun commands as
newresources and bring back results for dynamic data visualization and analysis. Or you can
seamlessly integrate an algorithm or function into the JMP workflow, making SAS, MATLAB, R
questions arise.
or Python feel like part of JMP.
JMP brings your data analysis to a whole new level, letting you tackle routine and difficult
statistical problems more easily and communicate your findings more effectively.

Does your data live in spreadsheets?

analytic workflow.

With the JMP add-in for Microsoft Excel, you can easily move data from Excel into JMP or bring
the power of the Profiler for JMP to your spreadsheet models, enhancing the data with the
advantages of JMP visualization.

Operating system guidelines
JMP runs on Microsoft Windows and macOS. It includes support for 64-bit systems.

Do you need JMP® Pro?
JMP Pro is the advanced analytics version of JMP that
lets you understand the data you have now to better
anticipate results and act with confidence, even when
data sets are large, messy or incomplete. Learn more
at jmp.com/pro.

JMP links interactive data visualization with
powerful statistics, in memory and on the desktop,
helping you explore your data and easily share
the story of your findings.

JMP® Live takes collaboration
to the next level

“I’ve never seen any single software application as transformative to
scientific learning as JMP. With JMP you start seeing patterns and

JMP Live is the secure online portal that takes the robust
statistics and visualizations in JMP and extends them to
the web for simple collaboration and solid decision
making. Find out how your organization can use JMP
Live at jmp.com/live.

ONLINE RESOURCES
Free trial
Try JMP free for 30 days and
start your journey of dynamic
statistical discovery.
jmp.com/trial

Customer stories
See how organizations of all kinds
get real work done with JMP.
jmp.com/success

Online statistics course
Complete the free course
Statistical Thinking for Industrial
Problem solving to build
practical skills in using data
to solve problems.
jmp.com/statisticalthinking

Webinars
Watch webinars to see JMP in
action and learn from worldrenowned thought leaders.
jmp.com/webinars

Application areas
Explore the many ways JMP
products are applied in design
of experiments, exploratory data
analysis, statistical modeling
and more.
jmp.com/applications

Learning library
Read one-page guides and
tutorials for common JMP tasks.
jmp.com/learn

relationships in your data you never thought possible. It takes the
guesswork and mystery out of statistics.”
Timothy Gardner
CEO and Founder
Riffyn Inc.
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The gray base tones from the JMP palette should
be used predominantly for type and light-weight
rules. A 20% tint of light gray can be used as a
background fill for blocks of content that need
to stand out from the primary content.
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Align Promotional Materials With the Web
When possible, collateral and other promotional
materials should be developed to align visually
with the JMP website, especially for calls to
action that direct readers to a JMP web page.
A five-piece set of industry-focused collateral
created for the JMP Academic team shares a
common gradient color with the JMP Academic
Program web pages. Screen captures of
JMP software are featured prominently
throughout this set of materials.

JMP® SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

JMP® for Pharmaceutical Sciences

Pharmaceutical engineers and scientists are depended upon to derive insights from data, solve complex
problems and design better processes. JMP data analysis software from SAS enables you to explore your
process and lab data so you can understand sources of process variation, learn more from root-cause
investigations, and optimize process and experimental designs, all without having to learn complicated coding.

JMP Academic Program website
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Drag-and-Drop Graphing
Quickly create and customize a variety
of charts, graphs, plots and maps to
uncover insights using Graph Builder.

Summary Statistics
Perform simple univariate and
bivariate analyses with interactive
graphics and summary statistics.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Perform one-way/two-way ANOVA.
Test for equality of group variances
and perform Welch test.

Interactive Visualization
Create interactive graphs and perform
data exploration visually to make
breakthrough discoveries.

Probability and Distributions
Fit distributions, calculate probabilities
and explore continuous and discrete
probability distributions.

Multiple Linear and Logistic
Regression
Build multiple linear models and
perform diagnostic tests. Fit nominal
and ordinal logistic regression models.

Geographic Maps
Plot location-based data on maps
using prebuilt/online server-based
maps. Easily import images and
shape files.

Confidence Intervals and
Hypothesis Tests
Get confidence intervals for means
and proportions. Perform tests
including chi-square, t-tests and
nonparametric.

Data Management and Filtering
Dynamically import and filter various
forms of data, clean and organize and
share analysis in a variety of formats
(PPT, Word, image, HTML).

Correlation and Simple Regression
Explore associations and model
relationships between two or more
variables with least squares.

®

And More:
• Bubble, Animated and 3D
scatterplots
• Dashboards and interactive reports.
• Internet open and Google Sheets.
• Integration with MATLAB, R
and Python.
• Automation and scripting.

And More:
• Teaching simulations.
• Concept discovery Applets
• Randomization and bootstrapping.
• Over 600 built-in sample data sets.
• Step-by-step guides and videos.

Generalized Regression
Explore lasso, elastic net, ridge and
double lasso estimation methods.
Apply various distributions including
quantile and zero-inflated for
response variable.
Mixed Models
Analyze fixed and random effects.
Build spatial and autoregressive
models. Explore treatment designs
and multilevel models.
And More:
• Partial least squares (PLS).
• Generalized linear models.
• Nonlinear models.
• Loglinear variance models.
• MANOVA and ANCOVA.

Quality by Design (QBD)

Design of Experiments (DOE)

Robust Process Optimization

Identify and evaluate all sources of
variability with respect to quality
parameters of the finished product.

Actively manipulate factors according
to a pre-specified design to quickly and
easily gain useful, new understanding.

Find the sweet spot in the design where
performance is minimally sensitive to
variation for all critical quality attribute
(CQA) goals in your process, following
ICH guidelines.

Interactive Data Visualization

Biostatistics

Statistical Process Control

Explore and graph data dynamically,
developing visualizations that tell the
story of your data. Move effortlessly
(point & click) from discovery to sharing.

Perform descriptive and inferential
statistics using ANOVA, Regression, and
non-parametrics to conduct hypothesis
tests, perform comparisons, and
estimate process parameters.

Separate common and special
causes to assist your process analysis
efforts, including problem investigation, out-of-control conditions and
ongoing monitoring for stability.

Chemometrics and
Statistical Modeling

Stability and Shelf Life

Dose Response

Assess poolability of batches,
establish expiration dating, and
easily calculate confidence limits and
crossing times all in adherence to ICH
guidelines.

Analyze precision, accuracy, linearity,
bias and reproducibility. Fit curves and
compare models for a wide range of
sigmoidal responses (4p, 5p).

Multivariate and
Research Methods

Multivariate Analysis
Work with multivariate data using
principal component analysis, factor
analysis, discriminant analysis,
multidimensional scaling and more.

Build statistical models, apply multivariate
and machine learning (ML) techniques to
find the factors that most influence key
process responses.

Clustering
Group observations using hierarchical
clustering, k-means cluster or normal
mixtures. Apply latent class analysis to
categorical data.
Consumer & Market Research
Gain insight into consumer
preferences using conjoint, discrete
choice, categorical, MaxDiff, A-B
testing, uplift and market basket
analysis.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
Perform confirmatory factor analysis
and assess measurement model.
Build path models, error models and
latent growth curve models.

Sample brochure suitable for both print and
digital distribution

And More:
• Survey data analysis.
• Reliability and validity.
• Item analysis (IRT).
• Multiple factor analysis (MFA).
• Multiple correspondence analysis.

Overview print brochure for JMP for industry series
Back to TOC

Sample Collateral
JMP WHITE PAPER

JMP® PRODUCT BRIEF

JMP® CUSTOMER STORY

New features in JMP® 16

Adocia

See the new capabilities and enhancements
of our latest release

Data analysis gets easier,

Scaling up from discovery to GMP

Key Features

CHALLENGE

Here is just a selection of

Control Chart warnings in JMP Live: JMP Live sends notifications when

Successful and efficient
technology transfer requires
a continuity of process
knowledge only possible
through statistical approaches;
a fact now recognized in ICH
guidelines. Though process
data is abundant at the discovery
stage of any biotechnology
pipeline, too often data streams
are siloed beyond the reach of
both process development
teams and their contract
manufacturing partners.

the enhancements in JMP 16.

a process is out of control.

SOLUTION

yet more powerful, with
enhanced data cleanup tools,
additions to the modeling
toolkit and more in the

Action Recording and Enhanced Log Mode features a new, structured
layout with new logging functionality and more actions logged, including
capturing most data cleaning operations for easier reproducibility.

newest release of the

New Model Screening platform to run different predictive modeling

statistical discovery tool

platforms at the same time to help select the best-performing model.

of choice for scientists,
engineers and other data
explorers.

PRO

Text Explorer: New Sentiment analysis finds phrases in unstructured text
using a customizable list of negaters, intensifiers and sentiment words.
New Term Selection identifies terms associated with a response.

PRO

For the complete list of new

Adocia’s process chemistry
group has turned to JMP®
statistical discovery software
from SAS to resolve data access
and management challenges as
well as to boost reproducibility
via statistical methods like
design of experiments and
quality by design. The software’s
wide-ranging functionalities
enable optimization and
streamline process transfer
for Adocia’s innovative
excipient, BioChaperone®.

features, visit jmp.com/
release-notes.
Note: The PRO icon indicates
features exclusive to JMP Pro 16.

Moving from Minitab® to JMP®
and JMP® Pro: A Transition Guide

RESULTS
Process development
chemists at Adocia now use
JMP extensively for multivariate
analysis and simulation. In one
example, scientists running
custom designs in JMP were
able to optimize a difficult
crystallization process leading
to the product’s successful
manufacture at a hundred
grams scale without defects.

The enhanced log mode and action recorder captures operations performed in JMP to more
easily examine and reproduce your analysis workflow.

White paper

Product brief

At clinical-stage biotechnology company Adocia, statistical
approaches boost reproducibility and knowledge continuity
in process transfer for a groundbreaking excipient.
Statistical approaches today are playing an outsized role in knowledge continuity and process
insights that improve technology transfer from R&D to good manufacturing practice (GMP)
commercial scale manufacturing. While previously scientists working at this stage in the
biotechnology pipeline primarily utilized processes as designed by R&D labs, it was not
uncommon for the related data to remain siloed. With the revolution in industrial statistics
instigating widespread uptake among life science companies, scientists are increasingly
seeing statistical approaches as essential to optimal technology transfer from both a quality
and regulatory compliance perspective.
Clinical-stage biotechnology company Adocia has had a strong culture of analytics since its
founding in 2005 by organic chemist Gérard Soula and his sons Oliver and Rémi Soula, both
polymer scientists. Based in Lyon, France, the company was formed around a proprietary
protein formulation platform, BioChaperone®. This innovation, a molecular delivery system
for therapeutic proteins, has widespread applications in diabetes and chronic disease.
Adocia’s expanding portfolio now includes a variety of formulations customizing
BioChaperone technology to form a physical complex with already-approved therapeutic
proteins and peptides. The platform’s innovation increases safety and efficacy in pipeline
therapies through protein stabilization and solubilization. In the diabetes space, Adocia
offers five clinical-stage injectable treatments including two ultra-rapid formulations of insulin
analog lispro (BioChaperone Lispro U100 and U200), a combination of basal insulin glargine
and rapid-acting insulin lispro (BioChaperone Combo), and a combination of prandial insulin
with amylin analog pramlintide, M1Pram. The company also produces novel formulations for
the treatment of hypoglycemia and other metabolic diseases.

Customer story

Source: Adobe InDesign templates
for JMP collateral can be downloaded
from the JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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MS PowerPoint Presentations
Presentations should be succinct and visually
appealing. The content should be easy
to consume and memorable. One way to
accomplish this is to limit each slide to a single
idea supported by short phrases. Visuals should
support the content but not try to explain it.
Avoid slides with lengthy copy, clip art or
images downloaded from the web.
Three MS PowerPoint templates are available
for JMP. Slide content can be transferred
between the templates, but please avoid
mixing slide backgrounds, colors and graphics.

JMP Global Marketing Meeting

JMP Global Marketing Meeting

July 2020

July 2020

Copyr ig ht © SAS Institute Inc . All r ig hts re s e r ve d.

Clades MS PowerPoint template

Copyr ig ht © SAS Institute Inc . All r ig hts re s e r ve d.

Scatterplot MS PowerPoint template

JMP Global Marketing Meeting
July 2020

Source: MS PowerPoint templates for
JMP presentations can be downloaded
from the JMP page on brand.sas.com.
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Wave MS PowerPoint template
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Virtual Meeting Background Graphics
JMP has created a wide variety of conference
call background graphics for use in online
meetings and events. Artwork ranges from
colorful designs with data visualization art
to select images from SAS offices around
the world.
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Sample Online Ads

SAMPLE DISPLAY AD FOR DIA 2021 VIRTUAL EVENT

SAMPLE ONLINE ADS
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NEW FROM JMP
JMP Live is where scientists
and engineers share interactive
reports of their analyses — to
inform decisions and reveal
new opportunities for the
organization.
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Source: An InDesign template for JMP rollshades
can be downloaded from the JMP page on
brand.sas.com.
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